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Drawing Near investigates contrasting Taiwanese identities through a 
multidisciplinary visual arts practice. The series documents artist Chin-Jie 
Melodie Liu’s journey of understanding her own identity as a Taiwanese 
woman of mixed heritage (of waisheng 外省 and bensheng 本省) through 
reinterpreting objects and photographs.1 In examining archival material, 
Liu further seeks to reveal the layered narratives that co-exist in 
contemporary Taiwanese society.

The exhibition is a presentation of Liu’s Bachelor of Visual Arts Honours 
(2020) thesis. The project was accompanied with an exegesis titled 
“Intergenerational narratives of Taiwan: Tracing contemporary identity 
through photographs and objects”. The series was awarded the 2020 
ANU School of Art & Design Emerging Arts Support Scheme (EASS) 
Megalo Print Studio & Gallery Residency Award, Country to Coast 
Residency and Exhibition Award, Gallery of Small Things Exhibition 
Award, EASS Patrons Honours Scholarship, and the Gray Smith and 
Joan Scott Prize.

Chin-Jie Melodie Liu 劉沁潔 (1998–) is an emerging Taiwanese artist 
based in Canberra, Australia. In 2020, Liu completed a Bachelor of Visual 
Arts with First Class Honours under Printmedia & Drawing at The 
Australian National University (ANU). Liu is currently pursuing a Master of 
Museum and Heritage Studies at ANU.

Through the ANU School of Art & Design exchange program, Liu studied 
at the École Nationale Supérieure des Beaux-Arts in Paris, France, and 
was the recipient of the 2019 Westende Travel Grant. Liu also holds a 
Bachelor of Arts from ANU with a major in French Culture and 
Language and a minor in International Relations.

Cover image: Chin-Jie Melodie Liu, Mud Memories (2020), colour pencil on Strathmore 
Toned Tan paper (118 gsm), 27.9 x 35.56 cm.

ABOUT THE ARTISTABOUT THE EXHIBITION

1 Waisheng 外省 directly translates to “outside of the (Taiwan) Province”, ren 人
translates to “people”. Together, the term waishengren 外省人, refers to “people from 
outside of the Province”, specifically referring to the two million refugees who fled with 
the Kuomintang Party from mainland China to Taiwan in 1949; Bensheng 本省 translates 
to “of the (Taiwan) Province”. The term benshengren 本省人, translates to “native of the 
Province”, referring to the Indigenous Taiwanese population and the descendants of early 
Hakka and Fujian migrants who resided in Taiwan long before Japanese colonial rule 
(1895  –1945).



FLOOR PLAN

A
1. Blessed (left)
2. The Son (right)
3. Text A

B
1. Our Supreme Leader (left)
2. Loyalty For All (right)
3. Text B
4. Headline b. “Exploit Formosa”

C
1. Mud Memories (left)
2. You Are Always Welcome (right)
3. Text C
4. Headline c. 

“Usurper And Dictator”

D
1. State of Recovery (left)
2. Anniversary Wine (right)
3. Text D

E
1. Bamboo Memories (left)
2. Testament (right)
3. Text E
4. Headline e. “My Religion”

F
1. American Money 
2. U.S.Aid
3. Text F
4. Headline f. “US Interferes”

G
1. The Madame
2. Stitch For The Nation
3. Text G
4. Headline g. 

“A Power in Husband’s China”

H
1. Unity
2. Cash In 
3. Text H

I
1. Breakthrough
2. Retirement
3. Text I
4. Headline i. “Nationalists Ousted” 

J
Two of Two Million, 33 seconds.

L
1. Third Generation (left)
2. Top Ten, digital photographs on

iPhone, dimensions variable. 
3. Permission (2021) (right) 

K
Ganzhou, 6 minutes 51 seconds.

LIST OF WORKS

All drawings (2020): Colour pencil on 
Strathmore Toned Tan paper (118 gsm), 
27.9 x 35.56 cm.

Texts (2020): Laser print on Strathmore 
Toned Tan paper (118 gsm), 14.8 x 21 cm. 

Headlines (2020): Colour pencil on 
Strathmore Toned Tan paper (118 gsm), 
dimensions variable. 
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A person’s paternal family home was listed on Taiwanese national 
identity cards issued before 2006, signifying that any second-generation 
waishengren, like Liu’s father, most of whom have never set foot in 
mainland China, had it registered as their place of origin.
 
Reflecting on how differently she would perceive her identity if this 
column was still present on identity cards today, Third Generation (2020) 
is a drawing of these cards with Liu’s passport headshot. The only 
information listed are Liu’s full name, birth date, and her grandfather’s 
hometown, Ganzhou 贛州, mainland China. The concept for Permission 
(2021) draws from a travel permit that Taiwanese citizens must carry 
when travelling to the mainland. Acting as both a passport and an 
identity document, the card juxtaposes with the idea that  waishengren  
descendents are mainland Chinese, yet they would need to hold a travel 
permit to enter the mainland. 

The wallpaper of the installation is a reproduction of the background 
design of the identity cards issued before 2006 that were made up of 
geographical outlines of mainland China. 
  
Ganzhou (2020) is a video of a screen recording that documents Liu’s 
virtual visit to Ganzhou through Google maps. Constituting as her first trip 
to the mainland, the work was a way for Liu to reflect upon her 
relationship to mainland China and how limited her knowledge of it has 
been. The video work is accompanied by Top Ten (2020), a series of 
collages and screenshots presented on an iPhone. The photographs 
continue to explore the sense of disconnection with the mainland through 
an imagined photo album of a fictional trip to Ganzhou. The album 
combines both digital collages, where Liu inserted images of herself into 
photographs of tourist destinations, and those she screenshotted from 
Instagram, where users tagged Ganzhou as their location. 

Curious about how Liu’s paternal grandparents arrived in Taiwan, 
Two of Two Million (2020) is a video mapping out their migration routes 
from 1927–1951. Made up of digitally drawn portraits of her 
grandparents, each second of the video corresponds to each year of 
their journey from the mainland to Taiwan.

Liu’s drawings — of which there are nine pairs; each of an object and 
photograph — highlight the complexities of contemporary Taiwanese 
society through their associated histories. 

The objects are unique to the juancun 眷村 (military dependents’ 
villages) and the waisheng experience, coming from interviews with family 
members who lived in the juancun as well as from Liu’s own research in 
Taiwan in early 2020.3 

Each object is paired with a drawing of a photograph, creating diptychs 
that offer a particular narrative. The photographs were referenced from 
Liu’s family album and online archives. They are drawn in a sepia tone, 
while the objects are rendered in full, vibrant colours. The sepia tone 
captures the nostalgic way Liu’s family members talk about life in the 
juancun and the romanticisation of that culture in Taiwan today. 

The floating shelves present a set of explanatory texts and newspaper 
headlines. For each set of text, the paragraphs aligned to the left 
present the waisheng  narrative, juxtaposed with the text in the bottom 
right-hand corner presenting a different perspective on the same subject 
from Liu’s  bensheng  side of the family. These unique narratives are 
personal to Liu as they were passed down to her over the years, 
particularly by her maternal grandparents. 

Supporting the text are drawings of Western newspaper headlines 
covering Taiwan from 1946 to today. They feature defining moments in 
Taiwanese history, from the 228 Incident to the historic 2000 elections.

VIDEOS & SELF PORTRAITSDRAWINGS

3 Juancun 眷村 (military dependents’ villages) were established by the Kuomintang Party 
as residential quarters to house waishengren, made up of mostly military personnel and 
their families.



Drawing Near is an initiative under the ANU Taiwan Studies Program — 
a partnership between the ANU and the Ministry of Education, 
Republic of China (Taiwan).

Exhibition
18 February–13 March 2021

Opening times
Weekdays, 9 am–5 pm
Saturday 27 February, 10 am–3 pm
Saturday 13 March, 10 am–3 pm

Guided tours
19 February, 11–11:30 am
27 February, 2–2:30 pm 
13 March, 2–2:30 pm

Registration is required due to 
COVID-19 social distancing measures.

Gallery
Australian Centre on China in the 
World
Building 188, Fellows Lane
The Australian National University
Canberra ACT 2601 Australia

T +61 2 6125 7086

E ciw@anu.edu.au

W https://bit.ly/2N3xQ9J


